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Student tickets up
More citations, fines may deter illegal parking
By Barbara Courain
SlaRWritw
San Luis Obispo police officers usually 
ivrite a few hundr^ dollars worth of parking 
citations in a weekend. Last weekend, 
however, they wrote $2,000 worth.
Steve Seybold, crime prevention 
coordinator for the San Luis Obispo Police 
Department, said most of the parking 
violations were given in student housing 
areas such as Mustang Village, Stenner Glen, 
and {^lartments on Monte Vista.
"We are not singling out the students of 
the community," Seybold said. "We are just 
responding to a public need."
According to Seybold, there has been an 
increased concern from the fue department, 
landlords and the general public about 
handicapped and fue lane parking violations.
"At this point we are primarily just citing 
people," he said. "But in the future we may 
have to start towing cars."
Looking forward to this weekend, Seybold
said there is no telling how many tickets they 
may write.
"It all depends on the number of violations 
there are," he said. "With the amount of 
recent media coverage concerning parking 
issues, the numbers should go down."
Money collected from tickets goes to a 
city general fund, which is split up and given 
to various city departments at the end of the 
year.
Sgt. Bob Schumacher of Public Safety 
said parking violations are numerous the first 
few weeks of school.
"We write about 300 to 400 tickets a day 
for cars without permits and cars parked in 
the wrong lots," he said.
About 80 percent of the tickets are written 
for cars without parking permits, Schumacher 
said.
"This is average for the beginning of fall 
quarter," he said.
Money from Cal Poly citations goes to an 
account used for programs to improve 
See TICKETS, page 4
Homecoming parade’s back
By Julie Gleringer
SlaN Wrttar
The Homecoming Parade, once a fix­
ture of Cal Poly but abandoned in the 
mid-1970s, is being revived for this 
year’s festivities.
In the SOs and 60s, the parade was a 
big deal, said Russ Sperling, parade 
chairman.
**I saw a movie of what it was in the 
SOs,” he said. ” 1 was really impressed. It 
was really good.”
” I can only speculate why the parade 
died out,” Sperling said,” but in the mid­
dle 70s it was out to do much exercise, 
and it was out to participate in campus 
activities.
The committee may also have been 
poor, he added.
He said this is an excellent opportuni­
ty to get the band involved in more 
campus activities. The band currently 
marches only at football games.
” I would guess that the last parade 
was about 10 years ago,” said Bob 
Bostrom, director of housing.
Bostrom, a ’’campus historian” of 
sorts, is involved with the revival of the 
parade.
” It was exceedingly popular with the 
students, the alumni and the community 
in the 5(h and 60s.”  Bostrom said.
He said about 2,300 to 3,300 people 
attended the parade in the past.
The reason it died out was a lack of in­
terest on the adviser’s part, he said.
” It’s time to get it back.”
It should be about a half-hour parade 
Sec HOMECOMING, page 4
Clams animate Rose Float
B yC ynd iSH ith
«mn wwmm
It expands, contracu, drives 
and plays musk.
it features an octupus, three 
seahorses, a dam choir and is 
drded by crabs.
It costt $130,000 and is Cal 
Poly’s pride and joy.
And it smells good, too.
What is this mysterious ” it?”
It’s Cal Poly’s Rose Parade 
float, which will take nearly a 
year to create before being 
unveiled to millions Jan. 1.
The float had iu  first test 
drive on Sept. 9, but it is far
from complete.
From the design contest hdd 
wimer quarter to determine the 
theme of the float, to the final 
frenxied hours spent covering it 
with the last of the flowen, vol­
unteers are faced with a trying, 
exdting and busy year.
’’Probably the biggest incen­
tive, besides the sodal aspect of 
the chib, is the pleasure of hdp- 
ing to build this float so many 
people will see,” said Georgina 
Ouxman, president of the Cal Po­
ly Rose Float Club.
This year’s float, called ’’Sound 
Waves,”  will be animated.
A variety of sea animals will
play an accordian that will ex­
pand and contract. The float will 
also have a circling crab sattdite.
” We’re hoping for an anima­
tion award this year,”  said Rose 
Float Committee Chairman An­
drew Martin, adding that Cal Po­
ly’s entry usually wins some kind 
of award at the annual parade.
In addition to its many past 
awards, another aspect of the Cal 
Poly Rose Float makes it unique. 
Each half of the float is made in 
a different place.
This year, the seahorses and 
the accordian will be made in San 
Luis Obispo, and the rest of the 
See ROSE FLOAT, page 7
CMrtMy •! Fleal Cltib
Cal Poly wM try for an animation award at this year’s Rosa Parade.
"Soapbox"
premieres
Every Wednesday, 
it's your 
forum ... 
tell 16,000 
readers what 
you think.
Look out,
E & J Gallo.
Cal Poly’s 
dabbling with 
winem aking, 
and
thank you  
for your support.
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Are California 
university 
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to out-of-state 
grads in the 
technological 
fields?
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Speech does little for apartheid H itte rs  to the Editor
Newly-elected South African 
President F.W. de Klerk recently 
announced that he wants the 90 
percent black and colored ma­
jority to have more of a voice in 
government and the future of 
that embittered country.
But de Klerk’s speech about 
improvements for non-whites 
didn’t stop the government from 
banning anti-apartheid rallies in 
South Africa planned a week and 
a half ago.
• It didn’t stop 23,000 ac­
tivists of all races from marching 
in protest.
• It didn’t stop “ militant” black unions from 
launching a two-week consumer boycott of white- 
owned stores.
• In short, it didn’t do much, so far.
Like the old saying, “ talk is cheap.”
But it’s important to recognize that what de 
Klerk, who recently took office replacing P.W. 
Botha, did was give voice to the growing anti­
apartheid movement in South Africa. Human be­
ings of all colors are banding together to stand up 
against the inhumanity of racism.
Of South Africa’s estimated 40 million popula­
tion only about 10 percent are white, the rest being 
labeled non-white and black.
Maybe the government realizes that apartheid is 
doomed if only because it’s too hard to control the 
33 million or so non-white people in that country 
who probably favor an end to racist policies.
In Durban, South Africa’s largest port and 
third-largest city, an estimated 13,000 people, in­
cluding members of the white City Council, joined
a peaceful anti-government 
march to City Hall.
Activists raised the green, 
black and gold banner of the 
outlawed African National Con- 
greu, the organization led by 
Nelson Mandela, who has spent 
most of his 70 years in prison for 
wanting an end to apartheid.
Police let the flag fly during 
the rally and then took it down.
Apparently many South Afri­
cans interpreted de Klerk’s op­
timistic speech as yet another 
placebo to prevent more unrest. 
The people want him and the
government to be more attentive to them and not 
just talk about ideals. They feel de Klerk has his 
head in the clouds while his hands still grip a whip.
“ We ask (President F.W.) de Klerk and (Law and 
Order Minister Adrian) Vlok to come down from 
their ivory towers and join the people,” said Jay 
Naidoo, secretary-general of the million-member 
Congress of South African Trade Unions.
The congress is leading the consumer boycott, 
along with the National Congress of Trade Unions, 
which claims S00,(X)0 black members.
Perhaps de Klerk has the best intentions in 
mind. In reading his speech, it appears that he 
does. But in practice, apartheid still rules, no mat­
ter who’s president.
As Abraham Lincoln discovered in the United 
States, it’s hard to legislate love into the hearts of 
hatred. Time wUl tdl.
Student responds to family’s letter
Editor — This is a Cal Poly stu­
dent’s response to the S.O. 
Brook Family’s letter on Sept. 
21. The letter that admonishes 
“ all of those alcoholic, foul- 
mouthed, self-centered, rude, in­
considerate, arrogant students 
who come and take over our town 
each September” is too ludicrous 
and chock-full of fallacies to 
merit specific response. However, 
I would like to address two 
issues that came to mind while 
reading the malicious letter.
First, by our sheer numbers 
Cal Poly and Cuesta students 
could “ take over the town” (or at 
least have a greater say on local
issues) if we voted fellow stu­
dents into City Council. Second, 
all too often the mutual benefits 
d e riv ed  from  the stu - 
dent/permanent resident com­
munity are overlooked. Who 
checks out and bags the grocer­
ies at the supermarkets? Who 
provides the high-quality, inex­
pensive labor? The students do.
I’m not saying the students’ 
role in the community is so grand 
we should have the final say on 
local issues. Far from it. 
However, I do think we should 
have a say.
Jack Manning 
Political Science
Council column spurs rental issue
Steve Harmon 
Mustang Daily.
is a managing editor fo r the
Editor — While reading “ Hey 
students, get outta town I” by 
Alison Skratt, I was amazed that 
the Mustang Daily would print 
an insensitive and even abusive 
article. I am not saying I agree 
with the City Council’s position. 
However, the printing of such an 
artide shows poor judgment on 
the part of the paper and its 
former managing editor.
Alison’s article is only going to 
worsen the situation by creating
greater animosity and further 
polarization. It detracts from any 
possibility of arriving at a viable 
solution.
I would suggest that next time 
instead of just slamming the Ci­
ty Council (destructive), you 
should offer something a little 
more useful (constructive).
The rental issue will be on the 
City Council’s Oct. 3 agenda.
Stevra Harley 
Director, ASI Board
Students on the soapbox
Are you registered to vote in San Luis Obispo? Why or why not?
j
“ Yes. U is a responsible way of 
participating in the community.” 
Edmaad Gonzalo 
Architectural Engineering 
junior
“ No. I’m just a temporary resi­
dent as a student.”
Jeff Slovcr 
Ag Management 
Senior
“ No. I’ve only been here for a 
month. 1 am going to register, 
though.”
Rodrigo Ledesma
Engineering
Sophomore
“ No, but it’s important to be, so 
I’ll probably register soon.”
Jaaet Stagnaro 
Liberal Studies 
Junior
“ Yes. It is important to be in­
volved wherever you are.”
Mike Degaan
Architecture
Junior
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McGlasnost brings ‘civilization’ to Russia
I heard the world’s biggest 
McDonald’s is currently being 
built in the Soviet Union. About 
the size of Cal Poly’s dining hall, 
Moscow’s McDonald’s will give 
Soviet citizens what they need: 
some fast food.
It seems so necessary that I’m 
amazed the Soviets didn’t think 
of it before. They have millions 
waiting to be served. Soviet citi­
zens have to wait hours in lousy 
weather to get a stale loaf of 
bread. They deserve a break to­
day, at McDonald’s.
Moscow’s McDonald’s is an 
ambitious project because the 
bankrupt Soviet Union will use 
its own beef, potatoes and bread 
to make McDonald’s products.
I’m sure the Soviets are used 
to their own food, but they’ve 
got a tough act to follow. 
Moscow’s McDonald’s will never 
be in the same league as 
America’s “ Golden Arches.”
I can’t imagine an industrial­
sized McDonald’s operating effi­
ciently in a big city like Moscow. 
They’ll have to wait in large, fast 
food lines, which will make their 
french fries cold.
"The Party” should have built 
regular-sized McDonald’s all over 
Moscow (but what do they know
about franchising and fast food
enterprise?)
Also, Soviet citizens are not as 
quick with cash as Americans
are. In an American McDonald’s, 
the person at the counter takes
your money before you get your 
food, and then helps the next
person in line. You get your food 
while the person behind you gets 
his change. That’s the American 
way, and we hate waiting more 
than a minute for a Big Mac.
Then again, a few hours of 
waiting in McDonald’s may seem 
like fast food to Soviet citizens.
You also have to wonder if the 
average Soviet citizen could af­
ford a Big Mac, large fries and a 
chocolate shake. The masses may 
have to settle for Happy Meals.
M oscow’s M cDonald’s will 
have to start with the basics if it 
plans to build some sort of a fast 
food empire. Rome wasn’t built 
in a day, and McDonald’s Corp. 
wasn’t first built with Chicken 
M c N u g g e t s  and Quart er  
Pounders. The Soviets should 
master hamburgers and french 
fries before they start serving 
McDLTs.
Then, when they are ready, 
perhaps the Soviets will have 
other fast food enterprises like
Burger Czar, Taco Baltic or Kiev 
Fried Chicken. They could even 
establish family restaurants like 
Bob’s Big Babushka.
I’d have to say that Moscow’s 
McDonald’s is good glasnost. It 
needs the food and the jobs, and 
every nation needs at least one 
McDonald’s to be civilized.
International relations and fast 
food have come a long way since 
McDonald’s first appeared in the 
1930s in the United States. 
However, Senator Joseph Mc­
Carthy would probably roll over 
in his grave if he discovered that 
Ronald McDonald had com­
munist sympathies.
The Soviets will soon learn 
why the capitalist cows make 
more money than the socialist 
cows.
T he e x e c u t i v e s  f rom 
McDonald’s are the best am­
bassadors from America’s fast 
food empires. McDonald’s knows 
how to run a business, and I 
know the Soviets have a few 
things to learn about customer 
service and coupons.
A.J. Schuermann received a 
B.A. in English from  Cal Poly and 
is currently working on his grad­
uate degree.
First, Napa Valley; 
now, wine from Poly?
Viniculture project is taking shape
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By Jill NewhouM
staff Wrttar
Cal Poly’s learn*by-doing 
philosophy is hard at work in the 
fruit science department.
Nearly five acres of grapes 
grown by Cal Poly students have 
been harvested and sold to 
various wineries and home 
winemakers in the area.
Although the details have not 
been worked out, plans in the 
fruit science department call for 
students to acquire internships 
at Wild Horse winery in 
Templeton and assist in the ac­
tual winemaking process.
The process is complicated.
First, the stems are removed 
from the grapes and the grapes 
are crushed and fermented for 
three to five days.
The skins are then pressed off 
the grapes, and the juice is put in 
stainless steel separation bins for 
about three months.
The final stage of winemaking 
involves putting the wine in oak 
barrels for aging, which lasts 
anywhere from three months to 
several years. The wine is then 
filtered, bottled and sold.
Ken Volk, owner of Wild 
Horse, is a 1971 fruit science 
graduate of Cal Poly.
Volk said he enjoys providing 
work experience for students. 
Volk is a w ell-respected 
winemaker and has received 
awards for such red table wines 
as merlot and pinot noir.
C urren tly  there are five 
varieties of grapes being grown 
at Cal Poly, ranging in age from 
one to 16 years.
These grapes will be used to 
make two red wines, including 
p in o t n o ir  and c a b a rn e t 
sauvignon, and three white wines 
including chardonnay, white
riesling, and gewurztraminer.
The grapes are being grown 
under the supervision of Foun­
tain and George Gowgani, head 
of the crop science department.
The project was started at Cal 
Poly in January of 1988 to pro­
mote the fruit science and crop 
science departments.
"All aspects of the project will 
be handled by the students," 
Gowgani said. "One enterprise 
group will be in charge of grow­
ing the grapes and a second, en­
tirely different, group will buy 
the grapes, make the wine and 
market the wine."
The students who assist in 
growing the grapes also have the 
opportunity to make extra 
money. The grapes are sold at 
current market price, with the 
students keeping the profits, 
ranging anywhere from $6 to 
$ 2000.
Fountain said he believes a 
marketing enterprise project will 
be available in the winter of 1991 
to market the newly created 
wine, emphasizing decision­
m aking on packaging and 
distribution of the wine.
A graphics class has already 
designed possible labels for the 
bottles.
Cal Poly’s vineyards are ex­
pected to grow and by five acres 
a year until 20 acres are covered 
with grapes, in four to five years. 
Fountain said.
The wine currently in produc­
tion should add up to 1,200 to 
1,500 bottles of Cal Poly wine by 
winter of 1991. Fountain said 
these will probably be sold at the 
Wild Horse tasting room and 
through mail order.
The wine, however, will not be 
sold on campus because of a no­
alcohol rule that makes Cal Poly 
a "dry" campus. Fountain said.
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Win a Trip to Disney world & Epcot Center in Florida 
Or Over $400 in Great Prizes!
O DATE
Thursday. September 28.1989
D COURSE
A scenrc laKeside course at Laguna Lake Park, 
cerlilied 5k run
O STARTING TIME
Registration • 4 00pm 
Run begins at 6 00pm
D GRAND PRIZES
Round trip airlare and twtet to OisneytMOttd/ 
Epcot Center in Florida 
Over $400 00 in prizes trom Manufacturers 
Sports Outlet
Cassettes and CDs Irom Sly 96 
Trip is selected by random drawing
O ENTRY FEE
2 or more pints ol blood pledged to be given 
within 2 weeks ol race date*
O FEATURES
Accurate markers and times
First Aid standing by • San Luis Ambulance
Complimentary catered festivities lor all
participants
D REGISTRATION DETAILS
Bring waiver S pledges on day ol race between
4 & 6pm to Laguna Lake
See other side lor blood pledge details
D DON’T LIKE TO RUN?
You can walk, crawl, skip
whatever you want to do this is a FUN RUN'
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WHY DO MORE CALIFORNIA STUDENTS COME TO US FOR
STUDENT LOANS?
Because we do more than just talk about great service.
Other banks may claim to have quick service and a complete line of education loan programs. But compare 
their products and services to ours and you'll see why we’re the lender more California students choose.
Service
Marine Midland's Educational Funding Services uses a state of the art, in-house processing system...eliminating any 
unnecessary confusion. The result - fast, professional service by a concerned and caring staff.
Loan Alternatives
One sure way to measure a bank's commitment to education finance is to look at the number of different loon 
programs they offer.
Educational Funding Services offers not only the Stafford, SLS and PLUS loons...but MEDLOANS a loan program for 
allopathic medical students...os well as CONSERN a loan program for families with higher incomes.
Debt Management Assistance
You hear a lot of talk about students defaulting on their student loans. But did they get anything from their bank other 
than overdue notices?
At EFSI. we ll give you the tools and information you need to manage your debt, including:
• Graduated Repayment Options
• Loon Consolidation
So when you're asked which bonk you wont your student loon from... choose California's best:
MARINE MIDLAND BANK'S
EDUCATIONAL FUNDING SERVICES. INC.
NOBODY DOES STUDENT LOANS BEHER 
1-800-523-7446
EFSI
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downtown this year, Sperling 
said.
Many regulars in the Poly 
Royal parade are expected to be 
present for the Homecoming 
Parade, but the committee is also
hoping for several new entrants.
The Homecoming Parade is on 
Oct. 28 at 10 a.m. It will run 
from Cal Poly throughout 
downtown San Luis Obispo.
Several awards will be pres­
ented at the football game, and
the winning entries will be on 
display near the stadium.
The 1989 Homecoming Com­
mittee invites alt campus clubs to 
participate. The deadline fo r  en­
tries is Oct. 16.
From page 1
campus parking situations.
Scybold had a word of advice for 
Cal Poly students: "Please, p le^e 
don't park your cars in the fire 
lane...stay away from any area that is 
red."
In a related item, San Luis Obispo
parking officers Monday will begin 
marking tires and wriUng $10 tickets 
(insteadof $5) for vehicles exceeding 
the two-hour parking limit. In the 
past, businesses have complained to 
the city that car owners would just 
keep "pumping" coins into the meters 
all day.
128 finmulas at the speed of light.
The Casio fx-5000F Formula Calcu* 
lator. Tb save you the time and 
trouble of looking up or memoriz­
ing many of the most im portant 
mathematical and scientific formu­
las, we put 128 of them in our 
fx-5000F Formula Calculator. And 
you can call them up in a flash.
The formulas are numbered 
and cover the fields of math, statis­
tics, physics, electronics and 
mechanics. Plus you can input 12 
of your own. Ju st key-in the appro­
priate num ber and the formula 
you need appears instantly. The
alpha-numeric display with 10 
digit mantissa plus 2 digit expo­
nent is easy to read and scrolls to 
over 70 characters. Its two-line dis­
play shows both the formula and 
the answer simultaneously.
And it doesn’t stop there. Once 
you’ve recalled the formula, the 
calculator prompts you to input 
the values of the variables and 
automatically calculates the result.
The fx-5000F’s 675 steps of 
program memory allow you to cre­
ate some pretty sizeable programs 
and store them until needed. While
an instant replay feature lets you 
review and edit formulas at the 
touch of a button.
.^ d in g  to its usefulness are an 
additional 160 powerful scientific 
functions, for a combined total of 
288 functions and formulas.
Get your hands on a Casio 
fx-5000F and flash through a few 
formulas. You’ll find it very 
illuminating.
W h e r e  M ir a c le s  N e v e r  C e a s e
Ask for Casio Scientific Calculators at your bookstore.
C'ii.suj. Inc Ciilculator Fixxlncts D ivision. 57 0  Mt Pleasant Avenue. Dov’er NJ 07801 (2 0 1 1 .161-54(K)
Insight r~
Is California losing 
its high-tech edge?
Legislators fear California is losing 
industry and jobs to out- of-state talent
By Marni Katz
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For decades California has been recognized as a 
technological leader in fields ranging from com­
puter science to engineering to biotechnology. Ad­
ditionally, the quality of college graduates from 
California’s high-tech universities, including Cal 
Poly, has been so far above other states that most 
high technology companies have located here sim­
ply to get access to this unique pool of talent.
But state legislators, educators and corporate 
executives from California’s high-tech industries 
say this position is beginning to be threatened.
Compelled by increasingly competitive out-of- 
state graduates, compound^ by the pressure of 
operation costs in California, many high-tech firms 
and research projects like Sematech’s high-tech 
research center and a federal earthquake research 
center have decided to by-pass California, accor­
ding to Kurt Evans, a legislative assistant for 
State Assemblyman Rusty Areias (D-Salinas).
“ There is now a trend for the high-tech in­
dustries to locate in other states, where as they 
used to locate in California,’’ Evans said.
In addition, industries currently operating in 
California are increasingly looking to out-of-state 
graduates to fill their employment needs, another 
Areias awistant said.
“ Many (California) industries have been forced to 
import talent from many other places of the coun­
try, and even the world,”  said Legislative Assis­
tant Kevin Haughian.
In order to make California State University and 
University of California graduates more com­
petitive in the high-tech industry, state legislative, 
industrial and educational leaders are putting 
together a plan that will evaluate curriculum in 
technology schools, like Cal Poly, and make it 
comparable to industry needs.
This plan is taking the shape of Assembly Bill 
898, sponsored by Areias, members of the high- 
tech industry and the UC and CSU.
“ In the past, California has been a leader in 
aerospace, biotechnology, electronics and other 
fields, and those fields represented a good portion
"There is now a trend for the high-tech industries to iocate in other states, where as they used to iocate in Caiifornia.”
—  Kurt Evans Legisiative Assistant for Rusty Areias
of our economy,”  Haughian said. Other states are 
beginning to work harder to be more competitive 
with California, and as a result, California will have 
to work harder to maintain its reputation.
The Areias bill calls for a 21-member committee 
of scientists, engineers, scholars and industrialists 
called the California Council on Science and 
Technology, to study current curriculum in high- 
tech majors at postsecondary schools and assess 
how well it is meeting the needs of industry.
“ The council asks, 'how, through curriculum 
asseument, can the relationship between (the 
schools and industry) be improved to better serve 
the needs of the high-technology industries,’ ” 
Haughian said.
Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker was recently 
selected to be a member of the council.
Although Baker could not be reached for com­
ment, his executive assistant, Howard West, 
speculated that AB 898 may have come in reaction
to concern by legislators that the current cur­
riculum is not providing sufficient technical train­
ing to people who are planning to be employed in 
the high technology world.
“ It most likely was established as a result of 
concerns among state level legislators about 
California’s ability to continue to be at the front 
edge of the technological revolution,” West said.
As an example of California’s slipping techno-
"Many (Caiifornia) industries have been forced to import taient from many other pieces of the country, and even the worid.”
—  Kevin Haughian Legislative Assistant for Rusty Areias
logical edge in education. West cited two national 
competitions among high-tech schools to locate 
research projects on their campuses. West said 
these bids are normally dominated by California, 
but were won by a university in Texas.
Kurt Evans, Areias’ assistant, added that Texas 
and North Carolina are two examples of states that 
are emerging as major competitors in the techno­
logical fields.
Haughian said that these increasingly common 
examples of California’s slipping leverage are the 
backtene behind the Areias bill.
“ The bill was developed as a result of conversa­
tions we had with representatives of the industry 
who felt we needed to create a partnership between 
the high-tech industries and the higher education 
students who want to become employed in the 
high-tech industries,” Evans said.
Since AB 898 has not yet been given the final 
approval by Oov. George Deukmejian, Haughian 
did not want to speculate about particular cur- 
riculm areas where the council may make changes. 
But he pointed out that the effects of the bill will 
not be felt until 1992 when the results of the study 
are presented to the governor and his staff.
“ In all likelihood it won’t affect peop'e that are 
in college now,” he said. “ But it will have a big 
positive influence on students that are in junior 
high or high school now.
So far, the bill has passed through both houses of 
the state legislature. Haughian said he is op­
timistic that Deukmejian will approve the bill.
W ednesday N ights
2 For 1
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12 oz. capuccino ( r c ^ .  $ 1 . 0 0 )
6pm - 8pm
977 Foothill ( lu M w r n i K in k o s  H i i r y r r  K in n )  546-0369
Desktop
Publishing
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Little
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T H A I  R E S T A U R A N T
20% OFT
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(805) 543-4413
1273 Laurel Ln San Luis Obispo. CA 93401 
(Across from Boiling)
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Danger Signals of Pinched Nerves:
Neck Pain or Stiffness 
Low Back or Hip Pain 
Frequent Headaches 
Numbness in Hands or Feet 
Nervousness 
Arm and Shoulder Pain 
Diiziness or Loss of Sleep
"Because I4^ e Care / /
Dr. Mark R. Steed
Chiroproctor
541-BACK
S47 Marsh Street, San Luis Obispo
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Briefs
State
Carter rips Reagan presidency in interview
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Former President 
Jimmy Carter has kind words for President Bush 
and ^ re ta ry  of State James Baker “ for repairing 
the damage” he said was caused by the Ronald 
Reagan presidency.
The Reagan administration was “ a catastrophe 
in foreign policy and domestic policy, and in rela­
tion to ethics and moral standards,” Carter said in 
an interview Monday with the San Francisco Ex­
aminer. “ I think it’s one of the worst administra­
tions we’ve ever seen.”
Carter raked his successor’s policies on Central 
America and the Mideast, and blamed Reagan for 
“ tripling the national debt in just three years” at a 
time when “ the S&Ls went down the drain. And 
we’ve got about IS times more cocaine and crack in 
the country than we had nine years ago.”
Bush, however, made a mistake with his no- 
new-taxes pledge during the presidential campaign, 
said Carter, contending that this has hobbled Bush 
in addressing the big domestic problems of the 
budget and the deficit.
Rain forest conservation plan begins in SF
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — On the edge of 
breezy San Francisco Bay Tuesday, some ISO high 
school students and others kicked off an urgent 
campaign to save the rapidly vanishing rain forests 
of the world.
“ This is a global issue,” said Grateful Dead 
guitarist Bob Weir before musicians squatting on a 
railroad flatbed car. It was symbolic of “ Earth 
Train 1990,” which will tour the country in the 
spring with a crew of youngsters and environmen­
talists.
Weir said he might go along on the week-long 
trip to Los Angeles, Flagstaff, Ariz., Kansas City, 
Chicago, Pittburgh and Washington, D.C., “ if 
we’re not in Russia to do a concert.”
“ Of all the issues one can get involved in, I think 
the rain forest issue is the one that clearly spells 
doom ... if they go, we go.”
The targets of the project include the rain forests 
of the Amazon, Southeast Asia, West Africa and 
Brazil. Zaire, Indonesia and Brazil themselves have 
about half the world’s rain forests.
Nation
Hinckley blames Jews for world problems
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presidential assailant 
John Hinckley regards Jews as “ the cause of most 
of the world's problems” and says he is Adolf 
Hitler’s successor.
In letters written in 1985 and 1986 and read 
Monday at a court hearing, Hinckley said that he 
has developed a cult of women followers who wor­
ship him.
The letters were introduced by District of Col­
umbia lawyers who oppose Hinckley’s request to 
be interviewed by reporters.
Dr. Ra)rmond Patterson, a forensic psychiatrist 
at the hospital where Hinckley is confined.
testified that Hinckley is severely mentally ill.
In a series of letters to a woman imprisoned in 
Oakdale, Iowa, Hinckley called Hitler a “ prophet” 
and said that “ I am his successor.”
“ My movement has blacks and whites and 
everyone else except Jews because I have a theory 
that they are the cause of most of the world’s pro­
blems, and they are all Antichrists,”  Hinckley said 
in a Sept. 9, 1983, letter.
Psychiatrists treating Hinckley were unaware of 
the letters until they wore tu m ^  over by the U.S. 
attorney's offlee, which got them from the Secret 
Service, Patterson testified.
W orld
Cease-fire violated as Syrians shell Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Syrian gunners fired 
more than 80 shells into the Christian enclave 
Monday, violating a two-day-old cease-fire that has 
drawn one million refugees back to Beirut. An 
Arab League mediator urged both sides to honor 
the truce.
Police reported no casualties in the barrage that 
hit pine woods near the mountain towns of Beit 
Meri and Ein Saadeh, 10 miles northeast of Beirut.
Christian forces commanded by Gen. Michel 
Aoun did not fire back.
There was no explanation for the Syrian bom-
Plant & Basket 
Sale
September 26, 27 & 28
9 a m -3 p m
U niversity U nion Plaza
Sponsored by:
The O. H. Department 
and El Corral Bookstore
EICbnoJ
bardment of the thinly populated mountain slopes.
But an informed Moslem source, speaking on 
condition of anonymity, said it was designed as “ a 
Syrian message to Aoun that the truce could fall 
apart if the Christian media do not stop their 
campaign against the Syrians.”
The Arab League envoy, Lakhdar al-Ibrahimi, 
announced after a one-hour meeting with Parlia­
ment Speaker Hussein Husseini, a Shiite Moslem, 
that Lebanon's Parliament will meet in Saudi 
Arabia on Saturday to seek political reforms aimed 
at ending the 14-year-old civil war.
Ex-prisoner poet 
set to speak about 
Chicano writers
The public is invited to a 
discuuion by Jimmy Santiago 
Baca, a poet and recipient of the 
American Book Award, who will 
discuu "Imprisoned/Empowered 
Voices: The Chicano Writer in 
America” at 11 a.m. Thursday. 
Oct.S, in U.U. 220. The event is 
free.
Baca, who is a distinguished 
visiting professor at UC Berkeley 
this fall, describes himself as half 
C h i c a n o / h a l f  de t r i ba l i z e d  
Apache. He was abandoned by 
his parents at an early age. 
Later, his mother was murdered 
and his father died of alcoholism, 
Baca said.
He was left at a New Mexico 
orphanage, which he ran away 
from when he was 11, the night 
before he was to be transferred 
to Boys Town.
Baca became a teen-age alco­
holic, drug addict and wanderer, 
he said. At 20 he was convicted 
of drug possession with intent to 
sell and wound up in prison.
Baca fought constantly with 
cellmates and was placed in 
isolation for four years. It was 
there he was “ reborn”  and 
taught himself how to read and 
write.
PBS plans to film a special on 
Baca soon.
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Beer merger challenged
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Four beer companies challeng­
ed Adolph Coors Co.’s $425 
million buyout of Stroh Brew­
ery Co. on antitrust grounds 
Tuesday, saying they would 
nie a federal suit and seek help 
from the U.S. Justice Depart­
ment.
The buyout of most of 
Stroh's assets, proposed Mon­
day, would create a mega­
brewery capable of challenging 
industry giants Anheuser- 
Busch Cos. and the Miller 
Brewing Co. unit of Philip 
Morris Cos., analysts said.
Coors is the No. 4 beer 
maker and Stroh No. 3. If 
merged they would have an­
nual shipments of between 32 
million and 36 million barrels a 
year, compared to Busch’s 80 
million barrels and Miller’s 40 
million.
That is too big to suit Pabst 
Brewing Co., Falstaff Brewing 
Co., Pearl Brewing Co. and 
General Brewing Co.
Those companies, which are 
owned by S&P Cos., said the
acquisition would violate the 
Clayton Act and other federal 
laws designed to promote 
competition.
“ The S&P Companies will 
participate in a formal hearing 
before the Antitrust Division 
of the United States Justice 
Department shortly,’’ their at­
torney, William M. Bitting, 
said in a statement.
“ In addition ... the S&P 
Companies will file suit in the 
United States District Court to 
block the acquisition of Stroh 
by Coors,” the statement said.
Anheuser-Busch and Miller 
did not join the four smaller 
breweries in challenging the 
proposed deal, and Bitting did 
not immediately return a tele­
phone call seeking further ex­
planations.
Rob Klugman, vice president 
of development of Coors Brew­
ing Co., declined detailed 
comment.
Combining Stroh with Coors 
would produce a company with 
18.7 percent of the beer 
market.
ROSE FLOAT
From page 1
float will be made at Cal Poly 
Pomona. After the two halves 
are completed, usually around 
Thanksgiving, they are put 
together in Pomona.
Then come the flowers, which 
are grown at Cal Poly and picked 
by volunteers. The flowers are 
transported to Pasadena, where 
they are atuched to the float.
Guzman describes this as the 
“ easy part” because of the many 
parents and friends who come to 
help.
If finishing the float is the easy 
part, however, the hard part is 
the financing of the float.
“ If this float were profes­
sionally made, it would cost 
$150,000,” Guzman said. “ We do 
it all through volunteers and
donations.”
The volunteers come mostly 
from the Rose Float Club, which 
meets twice a week. Such incen­
tives for members as free lun­
ches, parties, and prizes are made 
possible through donations from 
local businesses.
“ The biggest donation would 
probably be the steel for the 
framework,”  she said.
The club receives about 
$12,000 annually from ASI, and 
the equipment not donated is 
bought with money earned by 
such fundraisers as the club’s 
annual rose sale.
A lot of hard work is in store 
for club members and other vol­
unteers. But, as Guzman put 
it,“ When you see that float com­
ing down Colorado Boulevard, 
it’s all worth it.”
SOFT CONTACT LENSES-PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFTSPIN ■  D A i^ r u  » i n u n " i r  U T n r
SOFTMATE B .................. $30 pr
BAUSCH & LOMB ”0 ”
SOFTMATE E W
BAUSCH & LOMB “U"......... $43 pr
CIBA SOFTCOLORS.......... $ 63 pr
DURASOFT OPAQUES....... $128 pr
available
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HELD OVER FOR A 
LIMITED TIME ! !
6 MONTHS ONLY $99!
The fitness specialists 
will put your body in 
peak condition!
Fir,.«»» F.,r Worn««Qpgp 7 Days University Square 
A W eek SLO • 543-3465
Apple’s 
Multiple chdoe.
Choose heie.
Mxiiiosl) llx
All Macinlush's now come with Apple HyperCard software package 
All Prices Subject To Change Without Notice
Macintosh SE (Requires Keyboard)
Macintosh SE 2-800k Disk Drives I Meg RAM 102098
Macintosh SE 2-800k Disk Drives 1 internal 20 Meg HD 1 Meg Ram 102098/7(XK) 
Macintosh SE 1-1.4 Meg Disk Drive 1-20 Meg HD 1 Meg Ram 102097 
Macintosh SE l-800k Disk Drives 1 internal 40 Meg HD 2 Meg Ram 102114
Macintosh SE/30 68030 CPU, 1 Meg, 1.4 Meg floppy (no hard disk) 102115 
Macintosh SE/30 with 40 Meg HD (M5390) 102116 
Macintosh SE/30 with 80 Meg HD 4 Meg Ram (M5361) 102117
Macintosh II (Requires Keyboard)
Macintosh IIx 4/804 Meg/ 80 Meg HD 1.4 Meg floppy 68030 CPU 102011 
Macintosh Ilex I-1.4Mcg Disk Drive, 40 Meg HD, I Meg Ram 102113 
Macintosh Ilex 4/80 I-1.4Meg Disk Drive 4 Meg Ram 1-80 Meg HD 102112
D
$1595.00
$2140.00
$2059.00
$2X99.00
$2X99.00
$3099.00
$4199.00
Hi Res MoniKhrome Monitor 102026 
Hi Res Color RGB Monitor 102027 
Video EPX Board (required for both monitors above)
Hi Res Moniichrome Portrait Monitor 102118 
Video Board (required for portrait monitor)MOl 19 
Two Page Monochrome Display 
Video Board ( required for Two Page monitor)MO260 
.Mac Standard Keyboard (required for SE and II) 102096 
.Mac Extended Keyboard (required for SE and II) 102035
Macintosh Plus
Macintosh Plus I-800k Disk Drive 1 Meg RAM 102100
Printers
ImageWriter II (9 pin dot matrix) 102020
ImageWrilcr LQ (27 pin dot matrix) 102101
LaserWriter SC (QuickDraw printing, with toner caitridge) 102107
$5199.00
$3399.00
$4495.00
$299.00
$695.00
$469.(N)
$795.00
$439.00
$1495.00
$439.00
$ 100.00
$170.00
$969.00
$469.00
$1099.00
$1X45.(MI
Now there’s more in the Apple* Mactiniosh* 
family to choose from than ever before, with six 
computers to meet every personal computing need.
Start with the Macintosh Plus, the Macintosh SE, 
and the Macintosh SE/30. These integrated 
systems offer the affordability, ease of use, and 
consistency of applications traditionaUy associated 
with Macintosh.
And their compaa design makes them easy to 
tianspoiT, wherever you go.
Now meet the modular side of the family; the
.Macintosh II, Macintosh ILx, and the newest member, 
the very' versatile Macintosh I la . These expandable, 
high-performance computers can be configured for 
vimiaDy any task. You choose the amount of RA.M, 
the type of monitor, and the storage capacity of the 
hard disk, which means you can build a system to 
handle everything from desktop publishing to 
scientific and engineering applications.
But no matter which system you choose, you’re 
still getting all the advantages of a Macintosh.
See us today; we ll help you choose wisely.
Special Education Pricing
Available For Delivery In The Computer Department 
Phone: 756-5311
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‘Punk’ talks, Zsa Zsa walks
Gabor leaves courtroom  twice, accuses witnesses o f  lying
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) 
— Infuriated by witnesses at her 
cop-slapping trial, actress Zsa 
Zsa Oabor walked out of court 
twice Tuesday and called them 
liars.
Oabor also claimed at the 
outset of the trial's 12th day that 
she was late to court because Of­
ficer Mark Kramer, the motorcy­
cle policeman she slapped on 
June 14, was running a radar 
speed trap on Sunset Boulevard.
Oabor left the courtroom the 
first time when Officer Scott 
Thompson, who assisted Kramer 
in arresting her, was called back 
to the sund by prosecutor Elden 
Fox for rebutul testimony.
“ I can’t uke this,”  she said, 
asking Municipal Court Judge 
Charles Rubin to excuse her 
while Thompson was testifying 
before the jury.
"I just cannot listen to all 
those lies,”  she said in the 
hallway.
She returned five minutes later
when Thompson was through. 
‘T m  sorry,” she told the judge, 
and sat down.
Seventy minutes later it was 
pony-tailed teen-ager Amir 
Eslaminia who infuriated her. 
The 18-year-old Beverly Hills 
resident spoke glowingly of 
Kramer and described Gabor’s 
remarks about him as false.
” I really thought it to be ... 
(false) and all made up,”  he said 
of Gabor’s sutements carried in 
the news media.
At that point Gabor stood up 
and asked, “ Your honor, may I 
go out?” She darted from the 
courtroom for a second time.
Outside the courthouse during 
the lunch break. Gabor explained 
her departures.
“ Both of them lied about me,” 
she said, adding. “ I tell you why 
I left when the little punk with a 
hairdo Uke a girl and the earring 
said she Ues... . Who needs 
that?”
At tha t poin t E slam inia
shouted over the heads of 
reporters. “ Is that why you’re 
causing this ruckus, so you can 
get more TV for yourself?”
Gabor complimented him as 
being handsome and informed 
him that she spoke Turkish. He 
replied, “ So? I’m from Iran.” 
The crestfallen actress then said, 
“ Well, that’s close.”
Kram er spo tted  expired 
registration tags on Gabor’s 
RoUs-Royce Comiche and pulled 
her over on June 14. As he 
checked for other violations she 
drove off. He pulled her over 
again and got slapped while 
removing her from the car. 
Gabor claimed she was acting in 
self-defense.
Eslaminia was one of three 
prosecution character witnesses.
As a Beverly Hills High stu­
dent Eslaminia had run-ins with 
Kramer, who he called “ one of 
the most profeuional offlcers 
I’ve run across.”
Feds seize Ariz. deputies’ homes
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Federal agents seized $300,(X)0 
worth of vacation resort 
homes, power boats and fur­
nishings from two suspended 
sheriffs deputies who allegedly 
bought the property with 
stolen drug money, according 
to court papers and lawyers.
Authorities have not filed 
any charges against Los 
Angeles County deputies 
Eufrasio G. Cortez and Ronald 
E. Daub, and both lawmen 
denied through their attorneys 
any wrongdoing.
Cortez and Daub were 
among nine members of an 
elite Sheriffs Department an­
ti-drug squad suspended on 
Sept. 1, following allegations 
they skimmed money seized 
from alleged narcotics dealers.
The property was located in 
Bullhead City, Ariz., said Reid 
C. Pixler, an assistant U.S. 
Attorney in Phoenix.
Lawyer Gregory Petersen, 
who represents Cortez, said 
fe d e ra l  a g en ts  were 
“ over zealous.”
“ He earned that money as a 
deputy, and, as far as we are 
concerned, working for a living 
is not a crime,” said Petersen.
Seized from Cortez was a 
$160,000 home, a $20,000 boat 
and $13,000 in furnishings and
audio-video gear, the Los 
Angeles Times reported Tues­
day, citing court documents.
Agents seized from Daub, 
his wife, mother and brother a 
double-wide mobile home and 
residen tia l lot reported ly  
bought for $70,000 last year, 
as wdl as a $20,000 ski boat 
and $13,000 in home fur­
nishings and entertainment 
equipment, according to the 
documents.
Daub allegedly also arranged 
recently to buy a $330,000 
home in Placentia, and paid 
$20,000 cash as a down pay­
ment for a tractor, according 
to court documents.
New gizmo chills, freezes and microwaves
BOSTON (AP) — A new appli­
ance that can chill beer, keep ice 
cream frozen and cook pizza has 
college students clamoring, and 
the inventor, a former computer 
salesman, crossing his fingers.
The Microfridge is a three- 
piece appliance comprised of a 
compact refrigerator, a separate 
freezer compartment and a 
mini-microwave. It retails for 
$429.
The founders of Microfridge 
Inc. of suburban Sharon, Mass.,
did more than stack three appli­
ances on top of one another and 
paint them the same color, 
however. Their machine, which 
stands under 4-feet tall, was in­
vented to use no more power 
than a compact refrigerator.
“ Quite simply, when one unit 
is running, the other one is o ff,” 
explained co-founder Robert P. 
Bennett, 33, who said he holds 
two patents on the Microfridge’s 
circuitry.
When the microwave is turned
on, the freezer and refrigerator 
shut off temporarily. They go 
back on when the cooking is 
done, Bennett said. Product 
testing showed that even when 
the microwave was on for 45 
minutes, the refrigerator and 
freezer sections gained only 3 
degrees, he said.
The first shipment o f 1,700 
Microfridges went out at the end 
of August. The company plans 
two more shipments by the end 
of November.
HANG 
GLIDING 
CLUB
Hang Gliding Fly-InClass I Oct 7-8 Class II Oct 14-15 Classili Oct 21-22
Location: Guadalupe Sands
Bring Camping Gear
only *79
with equipment and lessons Included.
DON’T MISS OUT!! 
There won’t be a better deal 
for a long time to continue or 
begin your Idf^ons.
U.S Hang Glide AssooaliQn Ch 0159
805-962-8999
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How’re you going to do it?
Those are hin notebooks he’s carrying. 
She’s got an IBM PS/2.”
PS/2 it!
Lighten your load with an IBM Personal System/2.® Its a big time-saver. It helps you 
organize your notes, write and revise your papers, and create smart-looking graphics. 
And because the PS/2® helps you get more done, you have more time lor iun.
Now you can get special student prices on select models of PS/2 s already loaded 
with easy-to-use software. When you buy a PS/2, you can also get PRODIGY,® the 
exciting new shopping, information and entertainment computer servic^e, at less than 
half the retail price. Check it out before time runs out*
‘m
P S /2  Model 25— 640K b raemorv, 8086  (8 M Hz) 
processor, one 3 .5” diskette drive (720Kb), 20Mb  
fixed disk drive, 1BM Mouse, monochrome display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft® Windows/286 and h lX ! 
Windows Express’.**
«
iSítifsassi» ^ ÈmÊm ijyiwow.
P S /2  Model 30 2 8 6 — I Mb memory. 80286  
(10 M Hz) pro<*essor, one 3 .5” diskette drive 
(1.44Mb), 20Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mous<\ 8513 
('olor Display. DOS 4.0. Microsoft Windows/286. 
Won! 5.0* and h IK l W indows Expn'ss. h IX ] 
Windows Manag^T*** and h lX i Windows dolor.'**
$2,499$1,659
Now, special low prices on three models of IBM Proprinters^“ too.
Win a new Jeep Wrangler!Stop by the El Corral Bookstore for details or call 756-5311!
•Microsoft Word is the Academic Edition. This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8525-001 or 
8530-E21 on or before October 31,1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges. Check with your institution 
regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.
6M. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinter is a trademark, of International Business Machines Corporation PRODIGY is a registered 
trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation hOC Windows Express, hDC Windows 
Manager and hDC Windows Color are trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation ©  IBM Corp 1989
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W h e n  i t  c o m e s  t o  c o p y in g ,  
W e ’v e  g o t  t h e  R i g h t  S t u f f !
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THE TASTEST COPIERS IH TOWE
Corner of FootM l &  Chorro • 7 till M idnight • 541-COPY
Campbell’s Chicken 
Noodle Soup
10.75 O unce"C an  
Umit 3 Cans Per Family
A  Gourmet-Pride Soup f i
Assorted Vaneties-2.5 Ounce Cup • V-F %-r
A  Country Hearth 1 Vi U). Bread 1 1 9
White or Wheal "*■
A  Oscar Mayer Bologna 199
Q,. Pound Packagp
A  Kraft Singles 9 ^3
Wrapped Cheese Food-16 Ounce Package ^
A  Yoplait Yogurt 5  Q
Btvakiast or Custard Style Assorted Flavors-6 Oz. •  »-F v-F
Any 12 Ounce 
or Larger 
Box Cereal
With SS.99 miaimum purdmse, exdarfuf hmar. tohocco, paid 
milk praiacH or c e i^  item U nit One Offer Per Faauly. 
Coupm Effective 9/27 thru 10/3/M 
Redeemable Only At Vans.
No. 873
O F ^
PRICES EFFECTIVE 6 A.M. SEPT. 27 THRU .MIDNIGHT OCT. 3,1989.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
Got an ‘unjust’ grade?
Fairness board hears complaints
By Christine Kohn
InsIflhI Editor
fVe must no assume that a 
student loses all his rights as a 
citizen when he enters the 
classroom door. Actions by a 
f a c u l t y  m e m b e r  can be  
discr im inatory ,  capr ic ious ,  
unethical, and/or immoral.
— Former Cal Poly President 
Robert E. Kennedy in a 1973 
memo to thcn-Academic Senate 
Chairman Robert Alberti.
People may not know it but 
fairness has its own board at Cal 
Poly.
Students who feel unjustly 
treated by a faculty member can 
go to the Fairness Board, a 
committee o f the Academic 
Senate (Cal Poly’s faculty gov­
erning body) that hears cases in 
which students feel a professor 
has given them an unfair grade.
One faculty member from each 
school on campus, one member 
from the Student Affairs office 
and two members appointed by 
Associated Students Inc. sit on 
the Board.
Started in 1968 by then- 
university President Robert E.
Kennedy, Cal Poly was one of 
two universities in the 19-campus 
California State University 
system to have a committee 
where students could take grade 
grievances.
“ 1 was concerned that the 
machinery be available for stu­
dents to challenge and get a 
hearing on almost every con­
ceivable action or inaction within 
the academic community except 
on matters having to do with the 
instructional program,” Kennedy 
wrote in a 1973 memo to then- 
Academic Senate Chairman 
Robert Alberti.
The eSU  now requires all 
universities to have a grade ap­
peals committee. A student must 
go throught two steps before 
they can appeal to the Fairness 
Board.
First, they must go to their 
professor and try to iron out 
their differences. If that doesn’t 
work, the student goes to the 
department head to see if they 
can help.
If all else fails, the student can 
put their grievance in writing 
and submit it to the chairman of 
the Fairness Board. The Board 
then reviews the complaint and
decides if it merits a hearing.
In comparison to the number 
of grades given out by faculty 
per year, former Fairness Board 
Chairman and economics pro­
fessor George Beardsley feels the 
number of complaints brought to 
his attention is small.
“ I probably talk to a couple of 
students a week on average that 
call to inquire,” Beardsley said. 
Out of those discussions, the ac­
tual number of people that put 
grievances in writing before the 
Board is “ in the neighborhood of 
five to 10 a year,” he said, with 
about half of those meriting a 
hearing.
If the case merits a hearing, a 
copy of the written grievance 
goes to the professor. The pro­
fessor writes a reply which is 
shared with the student. Then 
both parties are callled into the 
Board at seperate times. Board 
members ask questions, call in 
witnesses, and deliberate in 
private.
The Fairness Board, however, 
does not have any real authority 
to change a grade; they can only 
recommend a grade change to 
the academic vice president.
See FAIRNESS, page 12
Vont Aft NrlKipor g 
Check Towf Lm l Stores Finally, a store that wot
Tuesday, 
October 3
6 - 9pm
Wear your P.J.'s 
and El Corral Bookstore 
will deduct 20% 
from the price of 
selected merchandise.
Discounted 20% for the party will be Gifts, Gift Books, School Supplies, 
Stationary, Art, Craft and Technical Equipment, Photo Supplies, Gift Wrap, 
Greeting Cards, Clothing, Jewelry, Food and many more items
from our regular stock.
Also, save an additional 20% 
from the already discounted price 
of books in the General Book Department.
Wear your P.J.’s to dinner at the University Dining Hall
and receive a special gift!
EICbnaltá*¿ílBookstDie
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Niners’ Lott ‘banged up,’ 
may miss Rams showdown
“ I would say that our safetySANTA CLARA. Calif. (AP) — 
The San Francisco 49ers arc 
preparing to meet the third-iated 
quarterback in the National 
Football Conference this Sunday, 
and they might have to do it 
without their two starting 
safeties.
The Los Angeles Rams, with 
red-hot Jim Everett, visit Can­
dlestick Park, and 49ers coach 
 ^ George Seifert Monday express- 
M ed concern about the physical 
’f  condition of free safety Ronnie 
Lott and strong safety Chet 
Brooks. Both were injured in 
 ^ Sunday’s 38-28 victory over 
Philadelphia, and their status for 
*i the Rams is up in the air.
Classified]
position right now is banged up,” 
Seifert said Monday. “ It’s a con­
cern, and we will have a better 
idea in a day or two on where we 
stand in that area.”
Lott injured his right ankle in 
the first quarter when he tackled 
Eagles tight end Keith Jackson, 
and aggravated the injury after a 
fourth-quarter interception. He 
departed the team charter Sun­
day night on crutches.
Still, Lott remained optimistic. 
“ It’s the Los Angeles Rams 
this week and I think that some­
how I’ll figure a way to get out 
on the field,” he said.
Brooks banged up his left knee 
and was listed as probable.
Orel’s stats hurt by poor hitters
LOS ANGELES (AP) -  A 
year ago at this time, Orel 
Hershiser was on the verge of 
making history, and the Los 
Angeles Dodgers were about to 
begin their unexpected rise to 
the championship of baseball.
Now, Hershiser can’t get a 
break and the Dodgers are 
playing out the string.
Hershiser lost his seventh 
straight decision Sunday as 
the Dodgers were beaten I-O 
by the San Diego Padres, 
dropping last year’s National 
League Cy Young Award win­
ner to 14-1S this season.
“ Anybody who looks at
Hershiser’s numbers at the end 
of the season should just throw 
out the won-lost record,’’ 
Padres outfielder Tony Gwynn 
said. “ But nobody said any­
thing last year. I feel sorry for 
him that he isn’t getting any 
support, but we’re trying to 
win ballgames.”
Her sh i s e r  b roke  Don 
D r y s d a l e ’s consecu t i ve  
scoreless inning record in his 
final start of 1988 by blanking 
the Padres for 10 innings. That 
gave Hershiser a string of S9 
straight scoreless innings.
In his most recent nine 
starts, Hershiser has allowed
only 16 runs over 62 innings 
for a 2.32 earned run average. 
His overall ERA is 2.38, 
second-best in the NL behind 
the 2.32 of San Francisco’s 
Scott Garrelts.
That’s not as good as Her­
shiser finished last season, but 
it surely isn’t bad. However, 
Hershiser’s record in those 
nine starts is 0-7 because the 
Dodgers have scored only six 
runs for him.
“ I’m not going to try and 
justify my case of whether I’ve 
had a good year or not,” Her­
shiser said. “ I think that’s up 
to educated baseball people.”
I IIÌÌ
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** CAL POLY ACCOUNTING CLUB”
Come learn about the profession 
Meets Tuesday 11:00am,Bus Bldg 214 
NEW MEMBERS ALWA^ W EIXOME'
* * * A M A * * ^  ICEBREAKER THIS FRIDAY!! CUESTA PARK 4:00-???
FREE FOOD.DRINKS,& LOTS OF FUN! 
EVERYONE WELCOME!'
***SAM***
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MGT 
PRESENTS GUEST SPEAKERS FROM 
APPLE COMPUTER: ELLEN LIPUMA & 
RON JENNINGS, COLLEGE RELATIONS 
DEPARTMENT
THURSDAY 11 AM AG ENG 123 
EVERYONE WELCOME!
“ FOOD SCIENCE CLXB”
1 St meeting Sept27 7pm 
Food processing Rm 107
LONDON STUDY REUNION PARTY'!! 
SAT SEP 30 AT BETH ARAGO'S 
CALL HER AT 546-9781 FOR 
DETAILS!
Mustang Daily 
Classifieds
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U U. INFO DESK 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
ACE
Assoc of Collegiate Entrepreneurs 
Learn what it takes for success 
Wed 6pm Ag 225 ALL Majors Welcome!
ALL MECHANICAL ENGIf^ERS BBO! 
Wbd 11-2 30 Poly Grove behind 
Bldg 13 meet other ME and Staff
“c o m e  HAVE FUN WITH THE "WATERSKI CLUB
MEETING TONIGHT' AT 8 30 IN SCI E27 
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME! 
VIDEO, SLIDE SHOW, TRIP & TEAM INFO
FIRST n Dt r ITION CLUB MEETING
Wed 9-27-89 Bldg 24Rm113 7 30pm 
COME AND JOIN THE FUN'
ALL MAJORS WELCOME'
HD CLUB
welcome meeting 
Potato Bar 
Tuesday 26th at 6pm 
Cottage 3 Bldg 87
RANCH TRIP
food,climbing.hiking 
hot tub and pool 
remedial kickirw beck 
SAT a SUN SEPT 30-OCT 1 
sign up inESCAPE ROUTE 
WHEELMEN
CYCLWG CLUB AND TEAM 
OUR 1st Ming is WED 27TH 
at 7 30 m SciefKe North RM 215 
Come check us outi
Bible Study-
Christian interesled in starting 
a Bible study in my home. Laguna 
Greens area
If interested please call step 
at 549-8380Get Involved
ASI Committee Open Now 
Applications Available in 
UU 217A see Linda Lee 
Applications due Friday Sept 29th 
Interviews start Monday Sept 2Sth
NEED TO RELAX AND ENJOY YOUR 
LEISURE TIME!
Rec Sports can fill the Bill'
with Massage, Yoga,Sign Language.
Social and Country Dance
Sign Up Now! UU119 756-1366
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
A FRIEND FOR LIFE"
COMPACT DISCS Visit Disc&Dat 
A new CD only store at 1110 Morro,
Good prices&good variety 545-9748_______
FREMONT 88-89
REUNION AT SINSHEIMER PARK OCT 1 89
'>'> From 2 to 6pm softball tennis etc.
BRING YOUR OWN FOOD $1 per person_
Lonely? Need a Date'^
Meet that special someone today'
Call DATETIME (405) 366-6335
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FALL RUSH 89 
TRI-TIP BBQ WED 9/27'89 
530PM at house casual attire 
PIRATES CRUISE ON TIGERS 
FOLLY FRI 9/29/89 
800PM at health center parking 
lot C-1 pirate wear encouraged 
CASUAL NIGHT SAT 9/30/89 
530PM at house
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 1617 SANTA 
ROSA ST
BETA RUSH
THUR 9/28-WATERMELON FEAST-COME 
PLAY A RHAPSODY UPON YOUR PALATE 
FRI 9/29-TAHITI PARTY-DRUMS, 
JUNGLES.AND JUICE___________________
DELTA CHI 
ICE CREAM FEST 
TUES SEPT 26 5:00-9:00 PM 
STAFF DINING HALL 
BEEF N' CHICKS BBQ 
WED SEPT 27 5:00-9:00 PM 
681 GRAND AVE
Delta Sigma Phi Fall 89 Rush
Sun 24 Meet the FraternItiee 
Tuea. 26 Bachelor Party 8pm 
Wad. 27 Dinner/Slide Show 6pm 
Thurt. 28 Monte Carlo Night 7pm 
Sat. 30 Rib and Chicken BBQ 1pm 
Sun. 1 Dinner/Smokar(Coat/T) 6pm 
Mon. 2 Interviews (Appointment)
Join the men of Sigma Chi for 
bowling Meet Thur 9 28 at 7:00 
325 Kentucky info rides call 
Al: 543-0784 or Mike 544-8476
KAO
Love connection-Three nice guys
hoping that your wrong numtMr
will turn out right Call 2532104_________
SUN(3LASSES' and an oulstanding deal' 
Ray-Ban. Oakley. Vuarnet Suncloud 
Revo s. Bucci. Gargoyles Frogskins. 
Maui-Jims. Hobie. and Ski Optics 
Cheap to start with plus lO’ o off 
the top with a Cal Poly ID Super 
Deals on swimwear, shorts and T- 
shirts too The Sea Barn Avila Beach _
W ant^ Horses to ride to improve 
riding skills Preliminary level 
event rider Own transportation 
$6/hr Cali Vicki 544-0455 leave 
message & call again'
IS
Psyched For 
THE BETA CLASS 
CONGRATULATIONS 
LOVE THE ACTIVES
AEPiRUSH 1989
Sepi 24 Sur>day Meet the 
Fraternities. Dexter 
Lawn at 12 00
Sept 25 Monday Open house & 
Bachelor Par^ with
Catalina at AEPi. 7pm Sept 26 Tues- 
‘>'>??day Spaghetti 
Feed at AEPi 7 (X)
Sept 27 Wednesday Crest 
pizza bash, meet at 
AEPi , 6 30pm
Sept 30 Saturd^ Hawaiian 
Party at AEPi. 8 (X)
Oct 1 Sunday Interviews 
at the house by 
appt only
AEPi is located at 280 
California Blvd Drop on by 
We hope to see you" If you 
have any questions or need a 
ride feel free to call the 
house at 541-9748 or 544-1451
PHI KAPPA PSI FALL RUSH
Tues 9 26 Rib Dinner
Thurs 9 2 8  “ *Fun
Fri 9 29 Chicken BBO
Sat 9left Sun lOil Open Smoker
all events at the house
1439 Phillips Lane
For more info call 543-9652
'  PÎKÉÎÛiSH
P i Kappa Alpha Rush Sept.25-Ocl 2
SAEFALL RUSH
SLOE SHOW-Mon 7 30 SLO LOUNGE 
BBO -Tue 5 (X) 416 Hathaway 
RACK&ROLL- -Wad 8 00 Mustang Lanes 
SMOKER -Thr 7 00 Monday dub 
SUN SAILS AND SAND- 
SAT 11 00 PORT SLO 
Any Questions or rides call 
Rick Bartlett at 549-9008
BUILD YOUR OWN BIKINI & win a 
cruise to Mexico' Call Kelly at 
Z93for details 489-1280
Games & Comics- the largest 
selection of games for gamers 
New comics in every Friday morning 
Games People Play 1060 Broad St. 
546-8447
LOST KEYS! 3 KEYS ON CHAIN 
WITH PITT BAND KEYRING CALL 
545-8972 REWARD!
DO YOU WANNA DANCE?!
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND 
WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE 
TO YOU!
NEED BETTER CREDIT? Who doesn't 
We can help Get better loans. 
credit cards Info 473-0782 extMD
NEED TO BOARD A HORSE?
20 ACRES. FENCED PASTURES. 
STABLES. TACK ROOMS. RIDING 
ARENA AND MORE 5 MILES 
South of Airport 546-0612______
RESUMES. Senior Projects A More!
Laser Printer - Laura-549-6966
f^Si¥RTS:
Custom screened to club A event 
needs! ASAP 805-466-6609
REASONABLE RAETZ TYPING SERV 
CALL NANCY AFT 6PM 543-3774
•WORKSTUDY'Clerical asst 10/15 
HRS/WK $4 50-S5/HR CE/ENVE Dept 
Call x2947__________________________
ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs 
your area $17.840-$69.485 Call 
1-602-838-8885 Ext R8204
CLERICAL ASSISTANT W4NTED 
for Journalism Dept office 
WORK STUDY Students given 
prKXity Wbrdprocessing. filing 
duplicatir>g. phones, etc in a 
busy office Contact Madotyn at 
756-2508 or stop by the Journalism 
office 26-227
SIGMA CHI FALL RUSH 1989
MEET THE FRATERNITIES SUN 12 NOON 
SLIDESHOW MON 8 00PM Snackbar 
SIGAPINS Thur 7 30PM 325 Kentucky 
TAILGATE BBQ Sat 4 30PM 325 Kentucky 
SIG A SUBS Sun 630PM Oddfellows 
SMOKER Mon 730PM Monday Club 
INFO-Al 543-0784 or Mike 544-8476
COMPUTER LAB ASSISTANT WkNTED
for Journalism Dept Familiarity
with WORD PERFECT helpful Wbrk
study students given pnonty
Contact Madotyn at 756-2508 or
stop by the Joum office 26-227___________
DANCERS. Female 
Attractive.Dependable for Parties 
Good Income Will tram 922-5694
G O ^R N M EN T JOBS ^ 0 4 c T $ M , 2 3 0 - ^  
Now Hiring Call (1 )805-687-6000 
Ext R-10081 for current federal list
Q O VEl^M EN T JOBS $16 040-S59.230 yW  
Now hiring, local and nalion-wide 
call 549-6786 extension MDaily
Help W a n t^  ^ r k  Study 
Int'l Programs office needs clerk 
Exciting Office. Flexible Hours,
Good Pay! Call 756-1477 for more 
information
PV(OOt'<. KNOW AND 0AÍ) 
LtFT. HOW Wt'RE HERE 
ALOHE m .
BABN S\TTER 
FROM TRE 
BLACK LAGCOH
\
HEE MCE.' 001O0 TB\NK 
SVt REMEMBEftS MOW LAST 
TIME WE TMREATE.NED TO 
FLUSH HER. 50EHCE NOTES 
DOWN THE TOILET ^
OK.1CU, GET 
IN BED
HAHAHA'OOR 
FIHEST WOWOIT:
SHE REHEMBERS, ALL RIGHT.
SUE CAKT GET 
AWAI WITH THIS 
WE LL CALL THE 
ISgOJE SQUAD
i  Employment ^
TACO BELLTACO BELL SLO
Now hiring, $4 50/hr 
(S5.25/hr closing shift) Apply 
at either SLO location or call 
545-9227__________________________
Vinesof Life Landscape Care isnow 
Looking for Partner Call 481-9134
45 Meg Compatible Hard Drive 
1 Lett $600 541-9398 461-1920
AT AT 6300 Computer with Lotus 123 
and Epson printer $15CX) 544-6197
Futon With Frame and Cover Full 
Size Call 541-6056 Ask for Gina
Sofa$75Loveseat$50Both$l 10Dinette 
Set$80AII Very Good Cnd 461-3961
STEREO DJ MIXERS 
1 6 chi w' eq/mic input-125.00 
1 4 chi w mic input-5000 
Call 773-0945 for info
1987 Honda Elite 50CC Scooter$6(X) 
Excint Cond Low Milage 545-8268
1970 Porshe 914. white, new paint, 
tires A upholstery, engine gd cond. 
$3000 544-1048
1972 VW SUPER BEETLE W SUNROOF
RUNS GREAT $2500 OBO 544-7180
VW RABBIT 77 RUNS WELL-LOOKS 
GOOD' $927 OBO GARY 545-8713
Roommates
*■ Wb are looking for a FUN 
FRIENDLY and OUTGOING female to 
share a HUGE room in a fully 
furnished apt only a bkx.'' away 
from campus($210 mojCail 542-9154
FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM Close 
to campus 235mo 756-3605 541 -3039
LOOKWGFORCONSOERATE NON-SMOK­
ING STUDENT WITH GOOD SENSE OF 
HU­
MOR TO SHARE WONDERFUL HOUSE 
$400
PER MONTH 541-0355
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
PRIVATE OR SHARED ROOM 
CALL 544-7772 EVENINGS 772-3927
SPECIALIZING IN HELPING BUYERS 
FIND BEST PRICED CONDOS HOMES 
IN SLO 18 YRS EXP WK WITH A 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER A 
r e a l t o r  FOR A FREE LIST CALL 
FRANCES-HOME REALTY 489-8669
AAA'BEST PRK:ED CONDOS A HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL 
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO"» For a 
FREE LIST of all fhe least 
expensive houses A condos for sale 
in SLO CALL Steve Nelson 543-8370 
and leave message Farrell Smyth,Inc
Business
Directory
RESUMES
SAN LUIS RESUME SERVICE
Laser prints fast service 
546-0044
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER
Resume Service in the UU 756-2848
RAR WORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(RONA) Serving Cal Poly tor 14yrs 
LASER PRINTER Studt Rates By Appt
12 Wednesday , Sept. 27, 1989 Mustang Daily
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“ The historical experience has 
been that whenever we have 
recommended a grade change it 
has been .. implemented/* Beard­
sley said. ‘‘Basically, we do our 
homework very wdl and we do 
more than simply make a 
recommendation of one or two 
sentences.*’
Over the last three years, the 
Fairness Board has ruled about 
half in favor of students and half 
in favor of faculty. Board 
member and graphic com­
munications professor Gary Field 
said. According to his files, about 
six cases ruled in favor of the 
faculty member and about seven 
ruled in favor of the student.
A student has a better chance 
of getting a grade changed if it is 
a structual problem, Beardsley 
said.
“ We look for things where the 
instructor has violated the in­
formation they*ve given the stu­
dents or treated students dif­
ferently (from each other) or 
chana^ the grading system at
the end of the term,** Beardsley 
said.
Kennedy wrote of a 1973 case 
in which a student gave his com­
pleted senior project to a 
department head, “ who admits 
having received it.** But for some 
reason the project never reached 
the faculty adviser. So, the stu­
dent was asked to do his senior 
project over.
The student appealed to the 
dean of the school and the dean 
of students. The school dean said 
to forget about a new project and 
suggested the department head 
give a grade equal to the stu- 
dent*s accumulated OPA. This 
never happened. So, the student 
took his case to the Fairness 
Board.
The 1973 Boards* final recom­
mendation required the student 
turn in a summary report to 
another adviser.
A student, however, does not 
start out on equal footing with a 
professor when he goes into a 
case, Beardsley said. Fairness 
Board policy states an assigned
grade is correct unless proven 
otherwise.
“ My own perception is that 
presumption is a good one and 
based on two principle factors,** 
Beardsley said. “ One is that the 
instructor has certain credentials 
to judge the quality of the work 
that the student doesn*t. And 
secondly, that the instructor has 
more objectivity in the awarding 
of the grade.**
Students can be even more 
vulnerable if they are protesting 
a grade on a term paper, com­
puter program or architectual 
project “ where there*s an awful 
lot in the mind of the instructor 
as to how well you*ve met the 
objectives of the assignment,** 
Beardsley said.
In these cases, the only way a 
student can challenge the grade 
is if they bring in another faculty 
member or another person with 
equal credentials to support their 
testimonly, “ and that*s very 
hard to do,** Beardsley said.
Members of the Board are 
reluctant to challenge the pro­
fessional judgment of instructors 
in their discipline. Board member 
and architectural engineering 
professor Dave Hatcher said, 
“ and in most cases we simply 
refuse to do it.**
“ In some sense it*s a very sen­
sitive business,** Beardsley said. 
“ You have the faculty on the 
Fairness Board look in over the 
shoulder of the rest of the uni­
versity, a fact which they don’t 
like.**
Kennedy wrote of “ critics** he 
encountered when setting up the 
Fairness Board in the late 1960s. 
“ Some faculty do not believe any 
student has a right to complain 
about anything that happens in­
side a classroom,** he wrote.
However, Beardsley believes 
today*s critics are in the minori­
ty.Each case can take from eight 
to 10 hours to go through, Hat­
cher said.
“ It*s a tough situation to walk 
into, not only for the student but 
for the faculty member,’* Field 
said. “ I wouldn*t like to be on the 
receiving end.**
Their way
FIN ISH
You can save literally days of 
work between now and grad­
uation. Simply by using an HP 
calculator, lb  keep you from 
endlessly retracing your steps, 
ours have built-in shortcuts. 
Such as the unique HP Solve 
function for creating your own 
formulas. Menus, labels and 
prompts. Program libraries. 
Algebraic or RPN models.
C 1989 Hpwlett'Parkmrd ('/ompany PO U905
Better algorithms and chip 
design help you finish much 
faster and more accurately 
than their way. So, whether 
you’re in engineering, busi­
ness, finance, life or social 
sciences, we’ve got the best 
calculator for you. For as 
little as $49.95. Check it out 
at your campus txKikstore 
or HP retailer.
There is a better way.
H E W L E T T
PA C K A R D
Short
Takes
No booze at Avila
Alcoholic beverages are pro­
hibited at Olde Port Beach, near 
Avila Beach, Vice President of 
Student Affairs Hazel Scott said.
The regulation is in response to 
earlier scuffles last July 4 be­
tween drinkers and law enforce­
ment officers.
The California Highway Patrol 
and the San Luis Obispo County 
Sheriffs Department were called 
out July 4 to subdue a rowdy 
crowd. They faced over 300 peo­
ple throwing beer bottles and 
rocks at the officers, Sheriff Ed 
Williams told the Port San Luis 
Board of Commissioners this 
summer.
Aero head named
Doral Sandlin, interim head of 
the aeronautical engineering 
department, has been named 
chairman of the department. 
The appointment is for three 
years.
Sandlin has been a faculty 
member since 1%9 and led the 
department in 1983-86.
Sandlin initiated a sponsored 
graduate program that financial­
ly supports students and faculty 
members for thesis projects done 
jointly with NASA and the in­
dustry.
5k run on Thurs.
A 5K Fun Run sponsored by 
the Tri-Counties Blood Bank in 
conjunction with Sly 96/1400 
Country KKCB in San Luis 
Obispo takes place Thursday, 
Sept. 28, at Laguna Lake at 6 
p.m.
Registration begins at 4 p.m. 
and two or more pints of blood or 
a $10 donation is the entry fee. 
The first 300 participants receive 
a commemorative T-shirt and all 
participants can attend a catered 
meal after the run.
Race finishers will be eligible 
to participate in a random draw­
ing for a trip for two to Florida’s 
Epcot Center, Disneyworld and 
MGM Studios, including round- 
trip airfare and hotel accom­
modations.
For more information, call Sly 
96 at 543-9400 or Brooke Fuller, 
Tri-Counties Blood Bank, at 
543-4290.
_ ~ Rape seminar set
The San Luis Obispo County 
Rape Crisis Center in conjunc­
tion with the District Attorney’s 
Office is sponsoring a “ Sexual 
Assault and Crisis Intervention 
seminar** that begins Oct. 3 and 
runs through Nov. 9.
The Cal Poly extended educa­
tion accredited seminar is open 
to the public with classes held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6 
to 8 p.m. at the Sierra Vista 
Hospital Library.
The fee is $20 for the seminar 
and training manual and $48 for 
three credits, if desired. For more 
information, call 549-5798.
SLO Expo to open
Students are invited to the 
SLO EXPO, the “ food, car, 
home, enterprise, sports, health, 
recreation, travel and entertain­
ment show** scheduled for Sat., 
Oct. 7, at the Mission Plaza in 
San Luis Obispo.
The public is invited to sample 
a wide variety of local products 
and services and free entertain­
ment ,  demonstra t ions  and 
giveaways from more than 60 
local businesses.
